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A €3 STK A CT 
A simple algorithm is derived that enables on-the-fly calcola- 

tion o f  the ‘energy’ required to generate. in a certain sense, a sig- 
nal. ’l’hc results of applying this algorithm to a number of well- 
known signals are sho\vn. Some of the invariance and noise pro- 
uerties o f  the aleorithni are derived and then verified bv simula- 
tion. ’l‘lic iml’lcmeiitatioii of  the algorithm 
speech proccssing are briefly discussed. 

I. IKTKODUC~IOK 
In the traditional signal processiiiR 

and its application to 

literature when one - .  
speaks alwut the ‘energy’ in a signal the usual tendency is to talk 
a l~out  the a\’erage of the sum of the squares of the magnitude of 
that signal as rcprcsenting the energy. This is very much the case 
in inost of the speech literatiire Lvhere the energy iri a certain seg- 
nicii! of ii speech signal is calculated in this \Yay. An alternate 
rcprescntation also cc~ninionly used is to take the discrete Fourier 
transforni (DIT) of that same signal segment where IIOW the 
squares o f  the magnitudes of  the frequency samples of the com- 
puted trainsforin arc assiuned to represent the energy in the 
respective frequency components. Notice for example that a unit 
10 Hz signal is said to have the same energy as a unit loo0 Hz sig- 
nal. Ilo\vcver the energy required to getrerare the acoustic signal 
of 1000 1-17, is much greater than that for the 10 Hz signal. T o  
begin t o  understand the difference we first fociis attention on the 
generation process. In the case of simple harmonic motion, i.e. 
the fimdanicntal sinusoidal oscillation, energy consideratioils show 
that the energy required t o  generate the oscillating signal is given 
l y  the square of the product of the signal’s amplitude and the 
signal’s frequency. 

In this paper n-e discuss the energy in signals in light of the 
alxive ohscnations. In the first section \ve derive the equation for 
the energy of a simple oscillator from the basic physics of the 
motion. l’liis energy is shown to Ix directly proportional to the 
square o f  the product o f  amplitude and frequency. In the next 
section ii simple algorithm to obtain a running estimate of the 
energy of  the signal i s  tlerivcd. This algorithni operates on only 
thrce scqucntial sainplcs of the signal at a time and hence can be  
applied on-lhe-fly. l‘hc properties of the algorithm are considered 
iicxt by analyzing the output of the algorithm when it is applied to 
tlillercnt types of signals. l h c  correctness of the analysis is 
confirmed h y  computer simulations. 

11. SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION 
Applying Newton’s law of motion to the motion of a mass m 

srispended 171. a spring of force constant k , yields the well-known 
sccond-order differential equation 

u.1iosc solution is the simple harmonic motion given by 
x( / )  = A ~ o s ( ~ v  + d) \\.here A is the amplitude of the oscillation, 

_I is the frequency of the oscillation and is equal t o  (k / m ) “ ,  and 4 
is the arbitraq initial phase. 

The total energy E of the system is the sum of the potentid 
energy iu the spring and the kinetic energy of the mass and is 

(2) 1 1 E = ,kx? + - f ? i P .  2 

Substitnting for x and solving, we obtain 

E = Il,id?AZ (3) 2 

or 

E x . (4) 

’Thus the energy of a simple oscillation is proportional not 
only to the square of the aniplitude but also to the square of the 
frequency of the oscillation. This fact has been known for some 
time Ill. but its significance seems to have been consistently over- 
looked. We no\v look for simple ineans for calculating a running 
estimate of this qnantity, the energy E .  

111. THE ALGORITHM 

T,et x,, he the samples of the signal representing the motion 
of the oscillatory body. Therefore 

x,, = A COS(RIZ + 4) (5) 

v here n is the digital frequency in radians/sampIe and is given by 
R = 3 r f / f ,  where f is the analog frequency and f s  is the sam- 
pling freqoency. 

Noting that there are three parameters in (S), A ,  61, and 8,  
then it follows that we should he  ahle, in principle and subject t o  
certain reytrictions, to obtain the values of these parameters from 
three samples of the signal x,, . For convenience we choose three 
adjacent equally-spaced samples of x,, from which to make the 
determination. The signal \ alnes at these points are then given by 

A,, = A cc>s(ll / i  + 6) 

is the arbitrarv initial phase in radians. 

x , , + ~  = Acos[(~l+Z)R + d] (6) 

Using the trigonometric identity 

we obtain 

and upon using the identity 

(9) cos 2 0 = 2 cos?n - 1 = 1 - 2 sin’a 

there results 

(10) X, ,+~X, , -~  = A?cos?(lZn + 4) - A2sin2(R) . 
But wc *notice that the first term on the right-hand side in (10) is 
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simply the square of x,, . Thus with the substitution of the 
definition of x,, we obtain 

~ , , + ~ x , ? - ~  = x,; - A'sin?(R) 

A'sin?(R) = x,; - ~ , , + ~ x , , - ~  , 

(11) 

(12) 

or 

It is important to note that this expression, (E), is exact and 
is unique provided that the value of R is rcstricted to values less 
than r/?, the equivalent of one-fourth of the sampling freqiiency. 
It is almost in the desired form of (4). 

R. Now 
if we limit the value of R to R < r /J  = 0.7854, i.e. f /fs c 1/8 
then the relative error is always helon. 11 "A). There results 

We also know that for small values of R ,  sin( 0) 

(13) A?n?  x ?  - 
n X n + l X < , - l  , 

The above expression gives u s  a good nieasure of the energy 
of the oscillating signal when the sainpling rate of the signal is 
greater than eight times the frequency of oscillation of the signal, 
i.e. at least two sample points in each quarter cycle of the 
sinusoidal oscillation. Thus the above expression forms a simple 
algorithm to obtain a measure of the energy in any single- 
component signal: 

E,, = x,: - X, ,+~X, , -~  = A'sin?(R) = A?R2 (14) 
where E,, is the output of the algorithm antl x,, is the signal being 
analyzed. Teager [?I had related this algorithm cryptically to the 
author earlier but had provided fen. details regarding its derivation 
or properties. Hence we refer to it  as Teager's Algorithm for 
estimating a measure of the energy in a single-component signal. 

It is interesting to note that this expression, (14), a) is 
independent of the initial phase, (4, of the oscillation, h) is sym- 
metric in the sense that changing x!, + -x,, or I I  --t - 1 2 ,  i.e. rev- 
ersing the signal in time, does not change the resulting value, c) is 
robust even if the signal passes through zero, as no division opera- 
tion is required, antl d) is capable of responding very rapidly (in 
hvo sanipling instants) to changes in both A and R .  

A close look at the algorithni shows that it  involves non- 
linear operations on the signal, i.e. multiplication of the signal by 
itself and by itself shifted in time. It is a simple algorithm involv- 
ing only fwo inultiplications antl one subtraction per point. This 
algorithm can be easily implemented i n  parallel. We next look at 
the application of Teager's algorithm to cotninon signals. 

IV. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE ALGORITHM 
The derivation of the algorithin assumed that the oscillation 

was sinusoidal and that the parameters, A ,  n, and 6 were essen- 
tially constant. In this section Lye observe the nature of the output 
of this algorithm when it is applied to signals o f  this type when 
these parameters are now functions of time. These signal types 
include exponentially-daniped sinusoids, 'chirp' signals, and com- 
posite of sinusoids. 
a. An exponentially-damped sinusoidal signal 

Let 

x,, = Ae-"" sin(Rn + 4) . (15) 
This represents an exponentially-damped signal with the time con- 
stant of the exponential term being proportional to l /a  . The 
application of the algorithm on this signal yields the result 

E,, = (At-"")' sin?(R) , (16) 
Again making the assumption that the sampling frequency is 
greater than eight tiines the frequency of the analog signal, i.e. 
R < a/4. 

(17) E,, (Ae-On)?~? = A ? e - ? " ~ > ~ ?  

Thus for an exponentially-daiiiped signal the output of the 

algorithni decreases at an exponential rate which is twice that of 
the input signal. This has the physical interpretation that it 
represents the decaying energy o f  the process generating this sig- 
nal. This result is shown in Figure 1. 

Sample number I I  

F ig .  1 The algorithm applied to a damped sinusoidal sig- 
nal. (a) The damped sinusoidal signal ?e-0.05" sin@ r/4). 
(I)) The output of the algorithm which varies approximate- 
I! as k-" ' " ( r p ) ? .  

If n.c set R = 0 in (l5), the signal becomes the simple 
dampctl exponential and the output of Teager's algorithm gives 
E,, = 0. Likewise if the signal is simply a constant, the output of 
thc algorithm is again 0. That this is so can also be obtained using 
the fact that the samples of these signals, the simple exponential 
antl the constant, form a geometric progression, i.e. the ratio of 
adjacent terms is a constant, and thus any three consecutive sam- 
ples of  thesc signals satisfy the equation 

I,, x,,+1 
- (18) __ - __ 

X,, --I X!, 

antl t l l l lS 

s,; - x , , + ~ x  ,,-, = 0 .  (19) 

For a simple ramp signal defined by x,, = C n  + D , the 
application of the algorithm on the signal yields E,, = C' and for a 
quadratic signal Y,, = B I I ?  + C n  + D the algorithm gives the 
morc general result 

E,, = ( B / I  + C)' + B'(II' - 1) - ?BD . (20) 

h. A chirp signal 
1,et the frequency of the signal at the beginning of the time 

windon. he RI and let its frequency decrease by AR in N samples 
of the signal. Therefore, the instantaneous frequency, n(n) ,  of 
the signal is given b y  

AR 
N 

R(II) = RI - - 1 1  ; 11 = 0 ,  1, 2, . . . , N-1 . (21) 

Integrating n(n) gives 

O ( I l )  = JR(/?)d/l (22) 
0 

M7 
? N  

B ( / l )  = RI/? - - 1 7 :  (23) 

uhere R ( r i )  is the instantaneous phase of the signal and is qua- 
dratic i i i  I I  as cxpcctctl. 

Therefore. the equation of the chirp signal is 

I,, = A cos[R,ri - A c ~ 2 2 ]  . (W ?N 
II the aswmption is macle that the rate of change in frequency is 
wial l  cnough $0 that the folloaing substitotions can be made 

CO@) N 5z 1 
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then, after siinplilication. tlic algorithm gives the following result 

1 

x,, 0 

-1 

If the Trcquency cliangc is suficient1~- small then the second term 
i n  the above exprcssioii can l3c neglectcd yielding the following 
resiill 

E,, z A'siii'[Cl(r~)] (28) 

and again i f  we assume that the sampling frequency is greater than 
eight limcs the highcsl instantaneous frequency of the signal then 
tlic alwvc equation heconics 

E,, z A?!!?(ri) . (29) 

Thus this algorithm is able to track the change in frequency 
of the chirp signal very effectively. Figure 2 dramatically shows 
this effect for a chirp signal. The small ripple that appears in the 
ou~put is accurately explained by tlie second term in the E,, 
expression, (?7), above. This ripple component can be easily 
filtered OIII if  so desired because its frequency is large compared 
IO that of tlic energy signal. 

1 

x,, 0 

I 
I I I I I 

Sample number 11 

Fig. 2 The application of the algorithm to a chirp signal. 
(a) The chirp signal of amplitude 0.9 with frequency de- 
creasing linearl\ from n/J  to zero and then increasing 
lincarlv back to.r/4 in 251 samples. (b) The output of the 
algoritiim which decreases as sin'[n(rl )] from 0.398 to 0 
and then increases similarly back to 0.398. 

c. A signal consisting of two frequency components 
For a single sinusoidal signal, x,, = A cos(C2n + #), the 

Teager algorithm obviously gives ns E,, z A%? which is a con- 
stant if  A and R are constant. Figure 3 shows the results of apply- 
ing tlie algciritlim to this signal. 

Fur signals consisting of trim different frequency components 
n e  ol>servc a different result. Let 

x,, = A siii(R,ri + 0,) + Azsiin(Rzri + &) . (30) 
The ;mplitutles and frequencies of the t\vo components are A 
and A ,  and  R I  and Clz, respectively. When this signal is the input 
to  the algorithm, the output on simplification of the mathematics 
yields 

0.6,  1 

0.2 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Sample number I I  

Fig. 3 The algorithm applied to sinusoidal signals. (a) A 
unit amplitude sinusoidal signal first of frequency n/6 then 
of  frequency n/4. (b) The output of the algorithm applied 
to (a) has a constant magnitude when the signal amplitude 
and frequency are constant. 

E,, = A f sin?(R,) + A I  sin?(R,) 

+ ?A,A,siii'[(R,+R,)/?] cos[(n,-R,)n + (4,-42)] 

+ ?AIAzsin'[(R,-R?)/?] cos[(Rl+Rz)ri + . (31) 
Again if R I  and R, < n/4 and 1 R,-R2 1 z 0, then 
E,, z A ? Q ?  , A ? Q ?  

I -  1 t , L ,  

+ AlA?[ l  - c ~ s ( R , + R ~ ) ] c ~ s [ ( R , - R , ) I z  + (41-42)] .  (32) 
Thus the output is not only the suni of the energies of the two 
components but has also an aclditional cross term having a 
cosinusoidal variation at the difference frequency of the two fre- 
qucncy coinponents. The effect of the presence of this cross term 
is clearly shown in Figure 4 for where it is seen that the effect is 
sizable and reminiscent of a beating phenomenon. More will be 
said of this effect later. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Sample number 18 

Fig. 4 The algorithni applied to a composite of sinusoids. 
(a) Sum of two sinusoids of frequency n/4 and r/6,  each 
of unit amplitude. (13) The output of the algorithm when 
applied to (a) oscillates at the difference frequency, n/12, 
ahout tlie sum of the energies in the two sinusoids as per 
(31). 

V. INVARIANCE PROPERTIES OF THE ALGORITHM 
The invariance of an algorithm under transformation is a 

property that indicates the robustness of the algorithm. Ham- 
ming, (see [3]  p. 7 3 ) %  notes " . ' . an algorithm which transforms 
properly \villi respect to a class of transformations is more basic 
than one that does not". A ~iumber  of different transformations 
such as scaling, addition of a bias, and superposition of several 
signals are considered. 

If the inpnt signal is uniformly scaled by a factor C ,  it can 
be easily seen that the output of tlie algorithm becomes scaled by 
C?. 
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If an arbitrary constant is added to the input signal i.e. 
x’,, = x,, + C, then the new output is given by 

E’,, = E,, - C(x,,+1 - ?x,, + x ,,-,) . (33) 
Thus the algorithm is not invariant iuider this type of transforma- 
tion. The additional terlii in (33) is recognized as -C times the 
second central difference of the sig11a1 which, if it is a sinusoid for 
example, is also a component that varies with time. Thus if 
x‘,! = A sin(Rn + 6) + C there results 

(34) E’,r = A?sin’(R) + JACsin’(R/2)’sin(Rrt + 4) . 
a. The effect of superposition of two signals 

Let the input signal nnw consist of two different components 
x I  and x , .  Also let E ,  and E, he the output froin the algorithm 
when these signals are input intlependently to the algorithm. 
Hence the superposition of these two signals gives 

x,, = XI,, + x?,8 . (35) 
l’he output of the algorithm in this case is given by 

In addition to the sum of the energies of the two eoiiipoiients the 
result contains also cross-correlation-type terms between the two 
signals. Thus in order to use this algorithm to analyze signals 
which consist of mire than m e  component, it is essential to 
separate the two components of the signal by some forin of filter- 
ing before applying the algorithni. For example for speech signals 
the different components are the different forrnants and these can 
be separated routinely by the use of a bank of bandpass filters 
with appropriate characteristics. 

VI. THE EFFECT OF NOISE ON THE ALGORITHM 
Since the algorithm in\:ol\:es the multiplication of the sam- 

ples of the input signal both with itself and with displaced samples 
of itself, the algorithm is expected to be sensitive to noise in the 
signal. Let the clean input signal, s!, , be corrupted by an additive 
zero-mean uneorrelated Gaussian noise, v,, , of variance d. The 
noisy signal is then given by x,, = s,, + v,, . Now the output of the 
algorithm is given by 

(37) E >I - x , - x  - ,I n+lx!>-l’ 

Taking the expectation of this expression (where E[. ] is the usual 
expectation operator) gives after simplification 

E[E,, ] = s,; - .s,,+,s ,,-, + U ,  . (38) 

Thus the expected value of the output of the algorithm is 
offset from its value for the clean signal by the variance of the 
noise. This shows that the algorithm is sensitive to the noise, 
especially wideband noise or noise n-ith energy as large o r  larger 
than the signal being followed. 

However it is t w y  important to nnte that the bandwidth of 
the energy function, E,, , for many physical signals, including 
speech. is much lower than that o f  the components of the signal 
itself antl hence the energy signal may he lowpass filtered to 
greatly reduce the effects o f  the iinise. Simulation results clearly 
illustrate this. 

VII. c o N c I , u s I o K s  

In  this paper we have derived antl discussed the properties 
o f  an algorithm knou-n as Teager’s Algorithm \vhich, by operating 
on-thc-fly on signals composed c i f  a single time-varying frequency, 
is ahlc to extract a measure of the energy of the mechanical pro- 
cess that generated this signal; this energy nieasure is equal to the 
product of the square o f  the amplitude and the square of the fre- 
quency of the signal. The algorithm uses only three adjacent sam- 
ples o f  thc signal antl requires onl!, three arithmetic operations per 
each timc shift. In order to iise thc algorithm effectively when the 
signal consists of several different frequency components it is 
important tn pass the signal through a bank of bandpass filters 
tirst; the algorithm is then applied to the outputs froni each of 
these Ixintlpass filters. 

Thc noise characteristics of the algorithm also show that it is 
seiisitive to noise; hence care must he taken when this algorithm is 
applied to signals \vhich have noise added to them. The effects of 
noise can be significantly reduced b y  proper linear filtering and by 
taking advantage of the fact that the bandaidths of the modula- 
tions of the signals are usually much smaller than that of the 
noise. 

The application of the algorithm to signals composed of two 
or innre frequency components does not give the energy of the 
system generating this composite signal. Nonetheless, it is 
interesting to o b s e n e  that in this case the output of the algorithm 
is niaxitiium n.hen the composite signal is at its peak and a 
miiiimuni a.hen at zero; it is as if the algorithm is able to extract 
the eiivclnpe function of the signal. 

l’he iiinst important characteristic of this algorithm is that in 
those cases where there are single sinusoidal coiiiponents that are 
either constant or rapidly chaiiging in frequency, for example in 
the analysis of chirp signals, the algorithm is able to track very 
effectivcl! and eftieieiitly the instantaneous frequency of the signal. 
This propcrty makes the algorithni potentially useful for rapid for- 
mant tracking in speceh analysis. 
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